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NEW YORK 1900. A captivating historical drama on-board the maiden voyage of the S.S. Minneapolis featuringNEW YORK 1900. A captivating historical drama on-board the maiden voyage of the S.S. Minneapolis featuring

series character Flora Maguire. For fans of Downton Abbey.series character Flora Maguire. For fans of Downton Abbey.

Young governess Flora MaguireFlora Maguire is on her way home from America on the maiden voyage of the S.S. Minneapolis

with her young charge EddyEddy, Viscount Trent, when she discovers a dead body.

Unconvinced when the death is pronounced an accident, FloraFlora starts asking questions, but following threats, a near

drowning and a second murder, the hunt is on for a killer. Time is running out as the Minneapolis approaches the

English coast.

Will FloraFlora be able to protect EddyEddy, as well as herself?

Is her burgeoning relationship with the handsome Bunny HarringtonBunny Harrington only a shipboard dalliance, or something

more? And what secrets must Flora keep in order to stay safe?

What readers are saying about MURDER ON THE MINNEAPOLISWhat readers are saying about MURDER ON THE MINNEAPOLIS:

'I'm a big fan of this author's work, so I was excited to read the first installment in her new mystery series. It did notdid not

disappointdisappoint. Along with the sparkling dialoguesparkling dialogue and likeable characterslikeable characters I have come to expect, I found an intriguing,intriguing,

page-turning "whodunnit"page-turning "whodunnit"'
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'With intrigue heaped upon intrigueintrigue heaped upon intrigue [this] is certainly a great "who-dun-it" that kept my attention from start to

finish'

'I was kept guessing right to the endI was kept guessing right to the end. A great read and I will be looking out for more of this author's work'

'This is definitely a 5 stardefinitely a 5 star! Highly recommended'

'From the very first sentence I knew this was going to be a wonderful storya wonderful story. Lush and vibrant, articulate andLush and vibrant, articulate and

dynamicdynamic, I can't say enough about the writing. Davison's prose is elegant and refinedelegant and refined lending to the setting of the

story. It pulls you in and won't let goIt pulls you in and won't let go'
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